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Visit Tatarstan programme was 
commissioned by a governmental 
body (State Committee for Tourism). 
Yet, we agreed from the start 

that to have authenticity and appeal, the 
programme’s visual identity had to express 
the essence of Tatarstan itself, rather than 
that of the client’s organisation.  We also knew 
that the success of the Visit Tatarstan bold 
brand strategy depended to a large extent on 
a winning visual identity.  The Visit Tatarstan 
programme forms a part of an ongoing 
governmental effort to strengthen civic identity 
in the region. Thus the visual identity had to 
not only appeal to potential visitors, but also 
win hearts and support of local residents. 
Our ambition was to inspire the organic 
proliferation of Visit Tatarstan visual style 
among the young. Tatarstan is home to an 
equal amount of Tatar and Slavic population 
with distinct religious and cultural traditions, 
Asian Muslim and Russian Orthodox. The 
Tatarstan identity had to appeal to both.  Our 
goal was to create a civic identity for Tatarstan 
that would be rooted in the regional cultures 
and yet be modern and fresh. It had to bridge, 
rather than accentuate, the population’s ethnic 
and cultural divides.

Our key to unlocking both challenges 
was diversity. The core principle for Visit 
Tatarstan’s visual identity is the idea of 
overlapping fabrics, resembling the richly 
layered traditional dresses of both Tatars and 
Slavs. We created 17 graphic patterns deriving 
from 5 principal eras in the regional history.

The Bolgar pattern, homage to the medieval 
Bolgar civilization, Slavic and Tatar patterns, 
deriving from the pronounced ethnic traditions 

of the19th century, modernity patterns, 
depicting the 20th century and the digital 
future pattern, for Tatarstan’s confident 
embrace of 21st century technologies.    
The patterns are applied to a multitude 
of consumer goods, including textiles, 
accessories, home decorations, packaging, 
stationery, as well as transport. 

Bright and expressive, they communicate 
the brand character specified in brand 
strategy: rich, flexible, active, complex, and 
harmonious. A quieter, more subtle sub-style 
was produced for the Ministry of Tourism and 
their corporate needs.   The Visit Tatarstan 
logo is a visual riddle. The letter T evokes the 
idea of an open gate. The gate itself contains 
references to an eminent historical landmark, 
the leaning Suyumbike Tower in the Kazan 
Kremlin. The rigid frame of the logo balances 
the intricate ornaments of the tower gates. 
The red capital T evokes Red Letter from 
manuscripts, inviting a focus of attention on 
Tatarstan.  

Visit Tatarstan enlisted the local art and 
design community with an open Arts Council 
that met regularly throughout the programme. 
We also worked with a local company 
specializing in traditional tatar patters 
(Mardesign).  

The Ministry for Tourism promptly 
implemented the Visit Tatarstan visual style in 
its work. A particular hit is the exhibition stand, 
whilst leaflets, suitcase covers, pen drives 
and giveaways are known to become keepers 
by their recipients.  In a novelty approach, 
we designed several lines of souvenirs. 
Alongside traditional pieces of memorabilia 
with the Visit Tatarstan logo, separate product 

lines were developed that were designed to 
have a fashion appeal, and have a distinct 
reference to Tatarstan without need for a 
logo. The intention was to create practical 
everyday things that people would buy and 
use in their own right, and which would have a 
personal memory or link to Tatarstan without 
obvious labels.   Following a massive popular 
interest in the souvenir designs created for 
the programme, souvenir producers and 
clothing producers applied for licenses to 
make and sell Visit Tatarstan products.  One 
initial problem they encountered was the lack 
of modern graphic design software as the 
bulk of agencies are more familiar with older 
packages. The Centre for Development of 
Tourism that administers the license organized 
a free two-day workshop for designers and 
producers in which INSTID creatives gave 
hands-on advice and recommendations 
on using the style and its elements.   As of 
September 2016, 26 consumer products are 
in the pipeline, of which backpacks, badges, 
phone covers, umbrellas, socks, honey cakes, 
polo shirts and sweat shirts have already 
been produced. As intended, they do not all 
carry the Visit Tatarstan logo but rather have 
a memorable and recognizable style.   Visit 
Tatarstan branded sugar, tea, napkins and 
wipes are widely available in restaurants and 
cafes of the region.   The Visit Tatarstan logo 
and elements of the visual style are currently 
under registration as trademarks.  For 
illustrations of visual style, please see www.
instid.org/visit-tatarstan

The Visit Tatarstan identity was 
enthusiastically welcomed by the people and 
companies of Tatarstan. It became an instant 
classic. Social networks register popular 
demand for identity products. Businesses 
and public organisations eagerly incorporate 
elements of the style into their products and 
services (e.g. Kazan folk show, mobile coffee 
company, a national education award). The 
Visit Tatarstan programme won prizes at the 
national Open Volga Place Branding festival, 
and Russia’s Tourist Brand competition. It 
was awarded Silver medal at the Russian 
Best Tourist Souvenir competition.   The 
Visit Tatarstan exhibition stand has drawn 
significant attention at 6 international tourist 
markets.  Three companies have already 
established co-branding projects with Visit 
Tatarstan (UVT aero airline, the Tubetei chain 
of traditional restaurants & Muslumovo foods). 
The Visit Tatarstan visual identity arguably 
proves that a place identity can be created in 
a modern yet authentic way, and with neither 
direct borrowing from the past nor copying 
foreign best practices.  Six months since the 
launch of Visit Tatarstan, its visual style is 
well-recognized and accepted as authentic 
and ‘our own’ by the people of the region. It 
contributes to a stronger civic identity of the 
region, and supports further development of 
Tatarstan’s authentic way of life, thus meeting 
programme’s long-term goals. l
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